The way forward for alternative payment models in oncology

Executive Summary

The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) aims to have 50% of Medicare payments delivered under alternative payment models (APMs) or population-based payments by the end of 2018.1 Following HHS’s lead, payers and providers across the United States have introduced a variety of new APMs for rewarding value-based care provision in medical specialties, including cancer.2 These models attempt to encourage standardization and quality of care and reduce the cost of treatment, which will cost the United States $174 billion by 2020, according to the National Cancer Institute.3

As the paradigm shift from volume to value advances in the United States, some stakeholders are questioning the progress and impact of APMs in oncology. Oncology is complex to manage and expensive to treat, and innovation in diagnostics and therapeutics is rapidly evolving. Therefore, some oncology leaders wonder whether APMs in this specialty will succeed. They also question whether oncology APMs, given their many variations and discrete pilots across the United States, share common goals.

To help address these issues, Tapestry Networks spoke with relevant leading stakeholders and held a roundtable workshop in March 2018 in Washington, DC. The workshop included a select group of public and private payers, providers and provider association representatives, patient advocates, manufacturers, and other experts in oncology APMs. Co-hosted by the American Cancer Society and sponsored by biotechnology manufacturer Amgen, the meeting served as a platform for participants to discuss:

- **The unique challenges oncology presents for APM design and implementation.** Participants largely affirmed that oncology was unique among specialties given its clinical complexity, rapid pace of innovation, high cost of care, and emotional implications for patients. That said, some noted that stakeholders could still consider and adopt lessons and approaches from APMs in other specialties. *For more details, see page 5.*

“One thing that surprised me and gives me cause for optimism was that despite the different stakeholders with different perspectives here, there was more or less consensus on the issues. There was more agreement than I thought.”

– Provider representative
• **APM goals across public-payer, commercial-payer, and provider-developed models.** Participants also agreed that various oncology APMs share the same two-fold objective—reducing cost and improving quality of care—but weigh these two factors differently. Some participants questioned whether one APM can, at this point in time, achieve both. Furthermore, not all APMs are definitively moving to risk-based or capitation models or expect to meaningfully reduce costs to the system. Some participants welcomed this diversity of approaches; others expressed a greater sense of urgency that APMs work to “bend the cost curve” more rapidly. For more details, see page 6.

• **APMs’ current pain points.** To their surprise, participants largely agreed on many of the pain points and challenges associated with implementing oncology APMs. These included: a lack of consensus on appropriate measurements for quality and performance; the need for technology infrastructure that makes data capture and analysis cheaper, quicker, and easier for providers; inadequate incentives for payers and some providers to participate; complexity in defining and utilizing clinical pathways and standards of care; and the uncertain prospects for APMs’ financial sustainability. For more details, see page 7.

• **Suggestions to improve the pain points.** The group proposed several improvements that need to be made to ensure high quality and appropriate care delivery, make APMs work better, and create a continuous learning environment for APM implementation and evaluation. In particular, they called for an environment and pilot framework that allows for more flexible experimentation, iterations, and fast fails for both providers and payers. They also reiterated the crucial leadership role that the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation (CMMI) plays in spearheading oncology payment reform. For more details, see page 14.

This ViewPoints reflects views of leading thinkers in value-based payment reform and oncology, as well as results from the March 2018 workshop. It offers both a synthesis of stakeholder perspectives and recommendations for improving oncology APMs.
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Background

“There is no turning back to an unsustainable system that pays for procedures rather than value. In fact, the only option is to charge forward—for HHS to take bolder action, and for providers and payers to join with us.” – Alex Azar, US Secretary of Health and Human Services

The United States is still early in its journey to replace fee-for-service with payment systems that reward value, and exactly how HHS will accomplish this vision remains an open question. HHS’s CMMI is piloting the Oncology Care Model (OCM)—the only national, public-payer oncology APM in the United States. Less than two years into OCM’s implementation, some oncology stakeholders are concerned about its prospects for success: “We are hearing from practices that are concerned about the level of risk in the model.” Some of these stakeholders are already proposing new iterations of its design or entirely new models. Additionally, in late November of 2017, HHS invited recommendations from the public for revamping its approach to testing and validating new payment models in healthcare.

Defining APMs

Outside of OCM, private payers and provider groups are piloting many and diverse oncology APMs. When defined broadly, APMs can include insurance contracts that offer rewards to providers for activities that can improve and streamline healthcare delivery. These may be per-member-per-month payments for care coordination activities, which are often seen in medical home models, or incentives for complying with clinical pathways, which are detailed protocols for delivering cancer care for specific patient populations based on type, stage, and molecular subtype of disease. Both Aetna and Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Carolina have piloted these types of models.

Some payers have designed APMs to include reimbursement contracts that define cost-targets and reward providers if those targets are achieved. Taken a step further, some models, like OCM, offer a two-sided risk option. This offers potential for greater performance bonuses but also penalties if defined targets are not reached.

Several variations of risk-based models exist specifically for oncology. Some models include payments that are bundled—that is, based on estimated costs for treating specific types of cancer—or designed around an episode of care, such as delivery of chemotherapy treatment. United Healthcare’s pilot program on head and neck cancers with MD Anderson Cancer Center and OCM are examples of bundled and episode-based models, respectively.

Some stakeholders see the United and OCM examples as true APMs since these models represent a more distinct shift away from fee-for-service. During this effort, however, the group has used the broader definition of APMs to include commercial payer models in oncology that are medical home or pathways-based models.
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The unique challenges of oncology to APMs

“Oncology is not special because of the degree of personalization in treatment. It’s unique because of the price tag and the emotional aspect of diagnosis. There’s a lot of complexities in medicine, like a co-morbid patient with diabetes, heart disease, and so forth. I don’t understand clinically why cancer is more difficult.” – Payer

“A major limitation of oncology APMs is accurate risk adjustment because in oncology, contrary to other specialties, breast cancer can be ten types … it makes analysis complicated. If you don’t adjust for things like HER-2 [presence] and Herceptin [response], it’s a totally different cost from other types.” – Provider

Alternative payment models generally work best when the variables included in them are well known, consistent, and applicable to relatively broad categories of patients. Oncology faces several distinct challenges that make designing and implementing APMs difficult.

First, there are a large number of variables involved in cancer care. Cancer is divided into many types, sub-types, and, increasingly, biomarker-based categories. Cancer populations are getting more and more fractionalized, and corresponding standards of care are growing more targeted and complex. Patients may need to see several specialists throughout the course of treatment, including surgeons, radiation oncologists, and others. The toxicity of treatments, patient co-morbidities, and social determinants of health can require other specialists during a patient’s course of treatment. This makes attribution—the methodology that payers use to assign patients to providers for the purposes of accountability—more complex, as discussed further on page 8.10 Finally, the emotional aspects of a cancer diagnosis make it challenging for payers and providers to direct patients to specific treatments or courses of action. Therefore, patient preferences can also vary the direction of treatment.

Second, because cancer innovation occurs at a distinctly rapid pace, these variables are not static. A payer said, “You can’t just stick with, ‘Okay, this is what we decided. For the next five years, we’re going to be here.’ It’s not working, because new drugs are coming out, it’s very fast paced, and so many things are changing all the time.” New, costly classes of therapies, such as Chimeric Antigen Receptor T-cells (CAR-T), create additional challenges for static payment models: “This is a good time to have this conversation and get multistakeholder input. Some models like OCM have spent a lot of time coming up with adjustments and models to adapt to current innovative therapies, only to then be faced with the arrival of CAR-T,” a participant said.

“These models really have to be iterative because oncology is so dynamic. It’s constantly changing. I don’t think you can have a static model—even if it is a model that is established around basic parameters—in this segment.” – Payer
Irrespective of these complexities, several participants underscored that some lessons and design elements from APMs in other specialties can be applied to oncology APMs: “I realize there’s a lot about oncology that’s unique, but it can learn from other specialty areas as well. They are not that different when it comes to monitoring symptoms, coordination, and so forth. A lot of that is shared across specialties.” Oncology APMs may be able to leverage other APMs’ approaches for resolving attribution, for example, as discussed on page 17.

**Shared goals and divergent priorities**

The diversity and number of APMs in oncology have caused some stakeholders to ask what the real objectives of APMs are, and to what extent they are focused on improving the quality of care or reducing costs. As one provider said, “There is a lack of articulation of the exact problem we are trying to solve. Some people say they are focused on improving quality, but it is not clear why one thing versus another poses a risk to quality.” During the meeting, payers revealed that while the overarching goals are the same, the shift to risk-based or capitation models that address the total cost of care is more urgent to some than others.

The group generally affirmed that APMs in oncology have two broad objectives: improving care and reducing costs. However, participants concurred that different APMs assign these goals “different weights.” Some APMs focus more on rewarding efficient, high-quality care delivery than upending the underlying fee-for-service system. A provider representative underscored the importance of this nuance: “APMs are a system of how and when you will get paid. It’s not a care delivery system. But you can’t have one without the other.”

Stabilizing or reducing costs through a population-based or a downside-risk-based payment model is not the goal at this point for some APMs, as stated by a payer: “Do I really think this is going to save us a lot of money? In my heart, I don’t think so. Personally, I think I’m satisfied with that. I’m satisfied with even a little bit of a trend deflection. As long as you can prove to yourself that we are driving quality, and we’re measuring something that means something, I think it’s fine.” Furthermore, as discussed below, many providers are not ready for such a shift.

This diversity of objectives was amenable to many participants, including—to the surprise of some participants—some payers: “There’s been a narrative that moving toward downside-risk models is the goal. But after the discussion today, it seems like it might not be the goal for everyone. And what I was especially surprised to hear from payers, is that that might be okay.”

Others, however, felt that the need for APMs to change the underlying payment model and reduce costs was more urgent. A payer said, “What I worry about, and why limited time and scope bundles are lower on my priority list when I think about how to change things, is because you split too

“I don’t think we have a choice except to get better payment models. We’ve got to have better payment systems than we have right now ... practices right now are not sustainable. Payers are not going to be able to sustain the current payment system. Something has to change.”

– Provider representative
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Consensus on oncology APM pain points

The group agreed on critical pain points that prevent progress in oncology APMs and discussed approaches to collaboratively resolve them. These obstacles spanned five categories: quality and performance measurements, data and IT infrastructure, incentives, clinical pathways, and long-term financial sustainability.

Quality and performance measures

Many stakeholders believe that current APMs lack sufficient, fair, and clear ways to measure provider quality and performance.

Quality metrics

As healthcare shifts to value-based models, many stakeholders are working to improve quality metrics. Some believe that the field of quality measurement in cancer has been especially weak, suffering from a lack of consensus within the oncology community on which measures are appropriate and should be prioritized. "One thing I would like to see come out of this group is really a push to say, ‘Can we have consensus among everybody on what the priority quality metrics should be that we can all live by for some period of time?’" a provider representative proposed. Given the lack of consensus, each APM has its own specific quality and performance measurement system. This causes significant administrative burden for providers, particularly if a provider is involved in multiple APMs with different payers.

Others take issue with the types of measures that some APMs prioritize: “There are too many process measures, and not enough outcomes measures.” While the group generally agreed that APMs need better outcomes-focused measures, some emphasized that certain process measures are important. For example, it would be valuable to have a process measure that captures whether a provider has ordered molecular diagnostic testing on a patient. Such tests can help inform decisions about targeted therapies and in turn save costs by avoiding ineffective treatments.

Responding to these challenges is not easy. At the meeting, participants underscored the cost of designing and implementing a new quality measure: “I saw an estimate the other day that a process measure, which we all don’t like anymore, cost about $50,000 to develop and test and validate. An outcomes measure could cost anywhere from $100,000 to $150,000.” New measures require time and effort to sensitize and encourage adoption by end-users: “There’s a big process involved with [introducing a new quality measure] to the point where people will accept it as a measurement that they would want to do.”

Performance measurement

Appropriate measures for performance-based payments, which are fundamental to risk-based models, remain a major pain point, especially for providers. Participants underscored three major issues with performance measurement that are especially urgent under OCM and apply to other risk-based models:
• **Attribution:** Attribution is a challenge across current APMs, including outside of oncology. However, as noted above, some stakeholders emphasized that oncology as a specialty adds additional complexity to this thorny issue. "When you think about aligning incentives, and testing alternative care delivery models, it’s tough in oncology because it’s multidisciplinary. There’s surgery, radiation, etc. ... To whom do you attribute outcomes? The surgeon or the provider delivering chemotherapy?" a provider asked. OCM attributes episodes to the practice that bills the most evaluation and management services with a corresponding cancer diagnosis during the six-month period that constitutes a patient’s episode. In practice, this approach is easier said than done: “We’re seeing a lot of discrepancies in terms of which beneficiaries the practices are counting on their end that they’re treating under the OCM versus the list of beneficiaries that CMMI has.”

• **Provider risk:** OCM and other risk-based models require providers to assume risk for costs that are outside of their control. First, some participants contended that clinicians should only be held accountable for performance risk, e.g., whether they have administered a drug or treatment effectively, and not for the cost of the drug or treatment itself. Others disagree: “It’s reasonable to separate out the drug costs, and I understand the argument, but it doesn’t make the drug costs go away. And we need to take a systemic approach on this.” Second, in addition to drug costs, providers—especially community oncologists—cannot sufficiently predict and manage actuarial risk, unlike payers. Providers cannot control who walks in their door, and a complex, costly batch of high-need patients in a given year could ruin a small practice. Finally, many are also concerned about being held accountable for unrelated services, such as a patient’s visit to an emergency department following a car accident, fall, or other issue that is not connected to a patient’s chemotherapy.

• **Baseline targets:** Some participants discussed challenges with the way risk-based models set baseline targets. Given cancer’s complexity and the increasing use of biomarkers in cancer diagnosis and treatment, they argue that targets need to be more narrowly defined. For detail on new suggestions for how to do this, see box below. Additionally, OCM targets are based on practices’ historical performance, which is adjusted for current trends and factors like the introduction of novel therapies. Under this approach, some believe that practices delivering low-quality care can improve marginally but good practices may have greater difficulty in reaching the next level of improvement.

“The reality is taking on actuarial risk is the core business of payers. They know how to do that. And there are benefits that even payers can get from these models without pushing that risk onto providers.”

— Subject matter expert
New ideas for lowering risk and leveraging systems: Making Accountable Sustainable Oncology Networks

Although OCM is less than two years into implementation, some stakeholders have offered other ideas for oncology APMs for Medicare patients. Innovative Oncology Business Solutions, Inc. (IOBS), which founded the OCM predecessor model, COME HOME, recently submitted a proposal for the Making Accountable Sustainable Oncology Networks (MASON) APM to the Physician Focused Payment Model Technical Advisory Committee (PTAC). PTAC reviews stakeholder proposals for physician-based APMs on behalf of HHS.

IOBS developed MASON in direct response to concerns from participating OCM members. These concerns include the need for more accurate baseline targets, reduced levels of risk, immediately updated treatment pathways, and a more streamlined data collection process. As one stakeholder described, “one of the problems that we’re seeing with the Oncology Care Model is the actuarial risk we’ve talked about. The targets are not granular enough ... also, you have to have the right variety of patients, and we have no control over that.” As such, this pilot aims to:

- Provide clinicians with real-time, high-quality diagnostic and therapeutic pathways that generate a more precise, individualized treatment plan for each patient based on genomic information, co-morbidities, and patient preferences
- Use the above pathways to develop more granular and accurate cost targets, or Oncology Payment Categories
- Employ virtual accounts that reflect maximal expenditures that could be updated in real time, which would improve the financial reporting delays cited under OCM and allow practices to course correct
- Remove the risk of drug costs from participants’ targets and, for small practices in particular, use reinsurance to help mitigate the risk of practice closure

As evidenced by the above objectives, MASON focuses on addressing several of the pain points discussed, particularly those relating to data infrastructure, pathways, and incentives. It emphasizes the need for a more seamless provider experience in demonstrating compliance with clinical pathways and timely access to financial data pertaining to a patient’s cost of care.
Data and IT infrastructure

“I think the big issue in this whole thing is all around data. And, you know, people are working on it, but to be able to begin to gather and bring together these diffuse data sets, to bring clinical information in that you need, and to put it together with claims and cost and all that, and make that available in relatively real time to the providers, is important.”
– Provider representative

Current technology infrastructure fails to bridge a critical information gap between payers and providers, which can negatively affect the performance and sustainability of APMs. Participants see both the state of technology itself and prohibitive costs for adopting and optimizing the technology as significant challenges.

First and foremost, participants stressed the significant time burden that current APMs pose on clinicians. In addition to documenting physician notes and/or inputting information—oftentimes manually—into electronic health records systems (EHRs), clinicians need to report on quality-related measurements. “We’ve created this dichotomy, or this world in which we have our physician note, which is primarily to communicate to other clinicians and to justify documentation for our billing. And then we have all this documentation that we click and do in structured data, which is for quality reporting ... those two things ultimately need to be part of the same process,” an industry participant said. Technology vendors, some noted, are working to solve some of these issues. Better conversion of voice to text, for example, could potentially reduce the need for manual entry of physician notes into systems, but such solutions may be a long way off, as noted by one participant: “I don’t think we’re there yet, and I don’t think it’s imminent. [However], I think that people are thinking about it and are working on it. I see a path there.”

In addition to data inputs, participants underscored that a major challenge with data and IT infrastructure is the lack of interoperability across EHRs, claims and financial data, clinical data, pathways systems, and so forth. First, the cost and delays imposed by some EHR vendors for extracting and sharing information across payer and provider systems is significant: “I would like to have CMMI break down the firewall between the providers and their contractors so that we can deal with interfaces that are easier for the practices to use and expedite the transfer of data to CMS.”

Second, this lack of a timely information flow from payers to providers can threaten provider sustainability. Payers provide financial reports, based on claims data, to providers. These reports arrive far too late, preventing providers and payers from being able to identify problems and address them midstream. “We got beautiful data feedback reports from United on our episodic care programs. I mean, beautiful graphs that laid out all the different costs that were part of that model. However, it took them a year-and-a-half to get those reports back to us,” a provider said. In response, a payer shared, “I’m hearing that more real-time data, even from an individual payer, would be extremely helpful, and I do feel like we’re getting closer to that in understanding that maybe the data won’t be perfect, but providers would still like to have it sooner.” For more discussion on this issue, see box on pages 11-12.
Incentives

Many participants underscored that in OCM and other risk-based models, there are insufficient incentives for providers to participate. As a provider representative noted, “I believe the goals of any APM need to improve the satisfaction of the physicians. There’s lots of burn out. Many don’t like fee-for-service. Other specialties seem to like APMs. But oncologists do not.”

In pre-meeting conversations, many underscored the insufficient financial support for some oncology practices—especially smaller, community-based providers—to participate in APMs. Data and IT infrastructure and human resource costs for supporting an APM are significant and frequently underestimated by payers, they explained. As such, some called for more robust, prospective financial support for providers to be able to transform their practices.15

Many also acknowledged, both before and during the meeting, that the fee-for-service system currently encourages providers to cross-subsidize services in healthcare. Participants questioned whether the benefits offered for providers’ participation are attractive enough to change the status quo. Specifically, the revenue from prescribing high-cost drugs supports other services like symptom management or care coordination and ensures the financial health of practices.16 As one provider explained, “I agree that fee-for-service creates perverse incentives. There are many services that I provide and want to provide to my patients that I don’t get paid for. There are social services patients need. Dealing with social determinants of health needs to somehow be paid for.” Several were skeptical that a per-member-per-month care coordination payment and the prospect of a performance bonus would sufficiently replace these margins.

Driving an iterative process for oncology payment reform: OCM 2.0 and beyond

While MASON proposes a new model that could be implemented in parallel to OCM, other groups such as the Community Oncology Alliance (COA) have started to think about the next phase of OCM itself. “OCM 2.0” includes an iterative long-term vision for OCM 3.0 and 4.0. These later phases, as currently proposed, reflect a definitive movement to downside risk, and over time, capitation.17

OCM 2.0’s draft design aims to alleviate many of the commonly cited pain points with OCM, including, for example:

- **Streamlining and reducing errors in the attribution process.** The current model has, according to some participants, a 40% error rate. This means that providers can end up owing CMMI significant amounts of money. OCM 2.0 plans to work with CMMI to correct this.
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- **Changing “prescriptive” OCM practice transformation requirements to reflect practical, tailored approaches.** Currently, these requirements include detailed care plans for each patient across 13 components, some of which are unclear and impractical, in the view of some stakeholders. For example, OCM 2.0 recommends changing vague requirements that providers need to talk to patients about the costs of care. Instead, it calls for a more supportive approach that would entail insurance navigation support for patients along their care journey.

- **Improving the reporting administrative burden.** Currently, practices need to report on 15-16 quality measures per patient through a manual, line-by-line process in a CMMI portal. OCM 2.0 plans to reduce the number of measures and advance automation in reporting platforms.

- **Ensuring quality metrics are meaningful and reportable.** Current quality measures call for information that is imprecise or hard for physicians to obtain. For example, a quality metric on timeliness requires OCM participants to provide the date of diagnosis. This can be challenging for providers to access if another specialist referred or diagnosed a patient. Consequently, this metric defaults to the date of entry in the oncologist’s system, which is not the date of diagnosis.

- **Creating a faster information flow across clinical and claims data.** OCM 2.0 proposes working with CMMI and systems vendors to extract and assess data from claims and clinical systems more promptly. As a provider noted "CMS, to their credit, is acutely aware of that problem and diligently are trying to collect that data. But, you know, at the end of the day, the collection process is—to put it bluntly—clunky and, again, is adding to the costs of trying to comply with the program."

In addition to fixing the above pain points, OCM 2.0 proposes further changes that could benefit participating physicians. First, it would define episodes of treatment more broadly. Episodes would commence upon administration of any recommended course of treatment, not only chemotherapy. Second, under COA’s current vision for OCM 2.0, providers would be eligible to receive shared savings by competing against each other from the start. Currently, OCM participants must first beat their own historical performance. The proposed change would promote transparency among practices as to which are setting the bar.

Finally, OCM 2.0 calls for a defined maximum of potential losses and/or use of reinsurance. These options could help mitigate risks for providers while encouraging a gradual shift to two-sided risk.
Additionally, models with voluntary two-sided risk, such as OCM, currently provide incentives that result in participant self-selection, some participants believed. Again, the prospect for actuarial risk is significant under these models. Without making the potential benefits and bonuses more significant, these models generate little incentive for practices to opt for downside risk, especially if that risk is voluntary. However, providers that have already made relevant investments in their practices are easily incentivized to participate in one-sided risk APMs: “For APMs that have one-sided risk, the practices view it as a free option. If you are doing quality reporting anyway or if you have the IT systems, there’s no risk. They think, if I don’t save money, there’s no risk, but if I happen to do well then I can get a bigger check back.”

Clinical pathways

Some studies have shown use of oncology clinical pathways has generated greater efficiencies and cost-savings. However, given the complexity of characterizing an individual patient’s cancer, participants underscored the difficulty in appropriate definition and utilization of clinical pathways.

There are numerous pathways systems in oncology, some of which are developed by payers or by individual practices in-house. Other pathways are independent proprietary solutions, which can also be procured and customized by practices. Regardless, participants noted that pathways are approximately “the same,” especially in first or second-line courses of treatment and in accordance with National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines. However, there are challenges in how quickly practices adopt new treatment guidance offered in pathways. Comprehensive cancer centers generally adopt new innovations or technologies ahead of pathways because they have participated in clinical trials.

Because pathways are an essential element of improving quality and stabilizing costs, some participants also questioned whether they should be more closely evaluated or managed by independent third parties to provide greater transparency.

Financial sustainability

Many participants were candid about their doubts that oncology APMs would be financially sustainable for payers and providers, both in the short term and over the long run.

Some questioned whether payers would see a return on investment given the significant initiation costs. “There’s a pretty fairly long ramp-up period,” a payer explained. While some participants noted that regional or state-based commercial payers are more nimble, easier to work with than CMS, and are well aligned with local delivery networks and providers, many of these payers lack the scale of patients that...
justify such an investment. Indeed, some payers described APMs in oncology as “significant investment with diminishing returns.”

Some stressed, however, that current APMs are pilots, and the community is still assessing early results. “It’s difficult to talk about long-term sustainability when we don’t have short-term financial sustainability yet ... Some of these models now are not and don’t necessarily have to be budget-neutral,” a payer noted.

As an extension of the conversation on APM goals, some participants also questioned the impact of APMs on the sustainability of the healthcare system more broadly. This is especially pertinent to a high-cost field like oncology. “Will 4-6% savings really change the cost curve that much? Have we overestimated APMs?” a provider representative asked. Another noted, “maybe the result of the whole OCM thing will be that playing with the numbers in oncology care actually doesn’t do anything we like with total cost of care, but at least that’s one of the points the approach tests.”

Complicating the calculations on financial sustainability is the site of service differential, or the difference in payments based on whether care is provided in an independent practice or a hospital. The ongoing trend in provider consolidation exacerbates this, threatening independent oncology practices and potentially driving up costs. A provider said, “One of the elephants in the room is that the same service is paid for at up to three times as much if it’s delivered through the Hospital Outpatient Prospective Payment System than if it’s through the Physician Fee Schedule.” Another explained this challenge from a payer perspective: “That’s one of the biggest challenges that a lot of private or commercial payers face. A hospital acquires a community practice, and it’s the same care, almost, and, they’re delivering the same chemo in the same office. But the next day, they’re on a new tax ID and we get charged much more.”

A provider noted that there can be positive collaboration between community providers and hospital systems. Furthermore, APMs, when designed well, should keep community providers in practice and enable them to flourish.

Multistakeholder suggestions for improvement and paths forward

“I’m optimistic because, somehow, you got all of these people in a room together for six hours. That says something about how important lots of different stakeholders think this is. And I’m encouraged by how little disagreement there seems to be about some of the problems and, at least directionally, what some of the solutions should be.”

– Industry participant

The group recommended addressing the agreed-upon pain points to advance current APM pilots and payment reform in oncology more broadly. These recommendations covered three thematic areas: ensuring that value-based care is high quality and appropriate, making APMs work better, and building a continuous learning environment about APMs in this specialty. The group did not identify any easy solutions; however, many noted that ongoing and proposed pilots had elements that addressed some of these issues. Hence, many called for additional resources, collaborative platforms across pilots, and new test beds to support a faster, less risky, more transparent, and iterative approach to piloting APMs across the country.
Ensuring that value-based care is high quality and appropriate

**Leveraging existing efforts on quality metrics**

Stakeholders underscored the need to revise, prioritize, and achieve consensus on quality metrics for oncology care delivered under APMs. These metrics need to be electronically accessible and outcomes-based, and include select process metrics that are meaningful and serve to promote quality (e.g., use of molecular diagnostics). Additionally, some suggested that advanced technology can be used to measure technical quality through compliance with pathways.25

**The way forward:** Many initiatives on developing, validating, and improving quality metrics are under way today. Therefore, rather than invest in new efforts to make these improvements, a dedicated alignment mechanism or sharing platform across these efforts that is specific to oncology may be beneficial. Such an approach should focus not only on the content of quality metrics but also on implementation. It should also closely engage payers and vendors on how existing clinical pathways systems can be leveraged to fulfill technical quality reporting requirements, which would help reduce providers’ reporting burden.

**Optimizing use of clinical pathways**

End-to-end pathways, which more closely follow the patient journey from diagnosis to end-of-life care or survivorship, are needed to address the prospect of undertreatment and to more closely align with the total cost of care, participants urged. Furthermore, embedding pathways into EHRs would enable more seamless clinical decision support and reporting—a capability that is being explored under newly proposed models.26

Additionally, some stakeholders noted that pathway design and compliance could have a broader impact on reducing costs. Use of pathways can reduce the need for prior authorization, for example, which can help save costs and time for providers and payers alike. Pathway design may also drive competition for treatment manufacturers: “*Now one thing we’ve found, more recently, is with all the immunotherapies that are coming about, [manufacturers] want to be on top of the pathway. We’re getting a lot of pharmaceutical companies competing against each other for lower cost to be up there. Because our pathways are number one, efficacy, number two, side effects, and number three, assuming number one and number two are the same, cost. A lot of these immunotherapies are equally efficacious, so it comes down to cost.*”

**The way forward:** Champions for these topics could partner with academics or other researchers to explore the value of clinical pathways to oncology payment reform, including how they can be better leveraged to reduce time and costs on quality reporting, authorizations, and other areas. Such an effort could also explore the role of third party organizations, such as the American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) or NCCN, in managing and promoting the use of pathways within the context of APMs.
**Addressing the cost of drugs**

The cost of high-efficacy, innovative treatments is an ongoing challenge in oncology APMs. However, in contrast to the above view, some participants emphasized that there are limited circumstances in oncology where a provider can make choices between treatments that are equal in efficacy and toxicity, but different in cost. Given the significance of drug costs to cancer care, rather than simply remove the risk of drugs from APMs and ignore the issue entirely, some underscored that the biopharmaceutical industry needs to be at the table to advance progress in this area. As one stakeholder said, “on drug costs, we tend to want to carve it out because we can’t control it … We also talk about pathways. Of course, drugs will be a part of pathways. I would like to encourage us to think about not excluding drugs from the overall cost considerations [in APMs] because this issue will continue to grow, become an even a bigger target, and threaten innovation, I think, if we don’t figure out a way to incorporate it.”

**The way forward:** Industry could help further consider how value-based contracts for individual drugs—such as indication-based pricing or value-based pricing—can be integrated into APM design. Industry could also work with payers in a pipeline-agnostic advisory capacity to help improve current novel therapy adjustments under OCM and other relevant models. Current pilots could also include a learning and feedback platform for industry to understand how drug costs affect delivery, performance, and payment models.

**Better linking clinical with end-of-life care**

Participants recognized that many cost-savings opportunities occur following first- and second-line therapies. Ensuring appropriate, informed decisions on palliative care and enabling hospice settings to provide covered clinical services, such as provision of blood products, could encourage patients to move to settings that better support their needs and reduce the cost of unnecessary treatments. Some stakeholders cautioned, however, that in the context of payment reform, such efforts could be deemed rationing: “The big elephant in the room is end of life issues in oncology. There is a huge cultural assumption in the US that you should have access to everything that you want. Savings in third or fourth line therapy is not something patients will embrace. Europeans are much more accepting when [a] clinician says, let’s stop here.”

**The way forward:** Other cross-stakeholder initiatives, such as the Coalition to Transform Advanced Care, have proposed APMs on end-of-life and palliative care needs.27 These efforts are looking at outcomes, actuarial analysis of these models, their impact to stakeholders, and implementation approaches. It may serve the oncology community well to engage directly with these stakeholders to understand the connections between oncology APMs and these models.

**Making APMs work better**

**Leveraging advanced technologies**

The IT and data issues remain significant. Easily accessible systems that enable deeper analytics for providers—such as population-level analysis and tools that allow clinicians to benchmark their patients or providers against each other—would be beneficial, the group agreed.
New APM proposals indicate that some vendors have the ability and interest to offer more complex solutions to providers. These solutions can leverage machine learning and other advanced capabilities to seamlessly extract data from multiple sources, embed more sophisticated pathways into EHRs, and develop more accurate targets. The extent to which such solutions will ultimately be successful and accessible for more providers remains an open question.

**The way forward:** Some APMs have proposed use of advanced cognitive computing systems to support clinical care, target setting, and data extraction. Additional resources, perhaps from industry, could support APMs’ use of such technology and promote continuous learning about its success and feasibility for broader uptake by providers. Such efforts will require the willingness of established technology developers to collaborate with providers and payers on these issues. New, disruptive players in the health data space may also have a role to play.

**Improving attribution**

Attribution, as detailed above, is a major challenge. Some participants suggested that voluntary attribution, which has been tested in other models outside of oncology, could be one option to help solve this challenge: “I mean, the patient could say, ‘This is the oncologist who’s managing my cancer treatment.’ You have that in, I think, the Comprehensive Primary Care Plus Model, and it’s available in ACO models. Would something like that help in oncology models?” Some participants noted that self-attribution could present challenges on the payer side, but indicated it could be worth further exploration.

**The way forward:** Payers welcomed further conversation with participants on ideas for more accurately attributing patients. A small, nimble working group of oncology experts in this area may be able to solve immediate issues in OCM implementation and that process may include a deep-dive on the potential use of self-attribution by patients. Allowing commercial providers to observe such an effort may be helpful in informing their approach to attribution in the future.

**Taking a provider-centered approach to APM design**

Participants recommended that those designing APMs should better consider the concerns and perspectives of providers in new models or iterations.

First and foremost, they need to better mitigate risks to providers and understand that providers are not experts in underwriting and risk management. Some participants underscored the need to help providers identify high-risk patients that will need higher-touch care. From a practical perspective, this may require material support for analytics, risk management tools, and relevant IT solutions. Current APMs, like OCM, have compelled some practices to develop these capabilities by hiring costly outside vendors, which is not sustainable in the long run: “Any APM that is so complex and potentially risky that it requires participants to hire vendors is not going to work.” Additionally, some pointed to reinsurance as a potential
solution for providers to manage their risks in participating in APMs. However, some participants warned that reinsurers may not sufficiently understand the risks for practices and that prices could be highly variable.

Second, some participants emphasized that moving forward, in OCM and in similar models, providers within a given region should be able to compete against each other from the start rather than only with themselves. Transparency about other providers’ performance would encourage more rapid learning and a clear understanding of which practices are leading the pack: “We have to be able to compare ourselves with other people, which we’re currently not legally allowed to do now, so that we can figure out what are the best practices, and figure out who is making the most impact on improving quality and decreasing cost.”

Finally, in addition to these needed improvements, some participants noted that current APMs are benefitting providers. “I think the biggest benefit to the practice over the time I’ve been doing this is that for the first time, we’ve had very engaging conversations with our payers that aren’t adversarial conversations like they have been in the past. I think there’s a real can-do, work-together spirit that’s come out of these alternative payment models,” a provider said. Additionally, while designing appropriate financial models that both incentivize provider performance and reap savings for payers is an open challenge, some early findings from OCM suggest a positive direction in provider performance. Some participants reported that following additional adjustments, an estimated 25-35% of providers will receive performance bonuses, a percentage that seemed directionally positive for some stakeholders.

The way forward: The community could benefit from a deeper-dive on utilizing reinsurance to support providers and payers taking risks in APMs, coupled with an effort to educate the reinsurance sector on the risk profile of practices. Additionally, stakeholders could better assess the frequency and cost of vendors for OCM participants and the financial implications for future phases and iterations of the program.

Creating a continuous learning environment across stakeholders

Participants called for a testing environment that allows for more experimentation, iterations, and fast fails. Such an environment would need to provide new test beds beyond CMS. Plans that have close and collaborative relationships with local providers and the will to invest in innovation would be ideal partners. A provider said, “I feel a little bit like working with CMS is boiling the ocean, whereas with some of the smaller, local, regional players, oftentimes we can make progress faster. They are more open to some of the things that we’ve talked about here today as far as being more iterative.” Some noted that state plans, such as the Blues, could be potential testing sites given that they have a balance of scale and agility.

Furthermore, a more localized approach, as noted above, could also enable providers to compete against regional or local counterparts. This would promote greater transparency in performance measurement for providers of similar geographical background, patient population, and resources—something that might not be possible on a national level.
Such an environment must also enable opportunities for APMs that are similar in principle to share with one another, while testing specific individual hypotheses. One provider representative proposed, “I think what I’ve seen is a lot of these APMs—MASON, OCM 2.0, the ASCO Patient-Centered Oncology Payment model—have some similarities to them. One of the suggestions I have is that we bring the similarities together, make different pilots from them, but ask a specific different question in each one. So keeping the [framework] in common but then asking a specific question that’s different in each one that you might test out.”

Oncology stakeholders could also benefit from more transparency on APMs’ goals and how these are being measured. This includes how APMs weigh and measure cost reduction and quality of care, given that they prioritize these differently.

Finally, stakeholders recognized the critical role that CMS/CMMI plays in driving APMs in oncology. First, some underscored that while there is a need for new test beds, it is also important to give OCM time to mature, share lessons, and adapt accordingly: “Before we get to multiple solutions, we have to come up with at least the first one. And that should give us some clue as to how to model the others ... whatever we design first off is never going to be perfect. But it’s good and we can build upon it." Second, the scale of Medicare patients and CMS’s leadership is central, although some participants hoped for better alignment between OCM and private payers in the future: “CMS needs to continue to be a big player in this space in order to keep things moving quickly, or there needs to be some kind of broader cooperation amongst multiple payers, which I think is just not really a feasible thing to do in the near term."

“The way forward: Resources to accelerate a more iterative, dynamic testing environment remain uncertain. Stakeholders would need to discuss this issue with CMMI or consider the availability of private resources. Umbrella groups such as the Blue Cross Blue Shield Association could be channels to explore piloting new APMs with regional or state plans. Finally, stakeholders could consider adding a multistakeholder steering committee to current or new pilots to ensure each is testing a slightly distinct hypothesis. Alternatively, they could consider the value of a broader ongoing coordination mechanism. While there are existing mechanisms like HCP-LAN, a specific effort dedicated to oncology could be beneficial to align commercial, public, and provider-developed APMs.

Conclusion
This effort brought together a diverse set of stakeholders to focus on the progress of oncology APMs. Given the rapidly moving innovations in clinical science, greater individualization of treatments, and increasing costs, participants questioned whether APMs are and can be designed to reflect the realities
of oncology care delivery. Given the complexities, costs, and effort involved in APM design and implementation, some participants remained skeptical about APMs’ return on investment: “The caveat I have is the amount of work that CMMI has put into doing just OCM is incredible. The amount of work that private providers are putting into it is incredible. It's great to come out and say, ‘Oh here's 40 different things we could do.’ ... But I think the fundamental question is, when are we going to show that the juice is worth the squeeze?”

Others, however, focused on advancing, evaluating, and learning from current models, particularly OCM. As one provider representative emphasized, “APMs are not going away.” In this spirit, many agreed on the need to more rapidly and collaboratively address the agreed-upon pain points that hinder progress to new models of payment: “Honestly, all of us being here in the room together and listening, having an ability to share ideas, and having some consensus around some of the challenges as well as the opportunities really brings optimism for me.”

In our dynamic healthcare environment, with increasing consolidation and pressures on all stakeholders, all agreed there is an urgent need to ensure appropriate alignment of payment models with care delivery. They urged that the timing is particularly ripe to do so in complex, high-cost fields like oncology.
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